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Isle Target Sports Club 

 
Guide to NRA Bisley Shoots 

 
1. Introduction 

 
When attending ITSC Shoots at the NRA ranges at Bisley, members are 
governed by both the rules of the Club and the NRA. Breach of either rules is 
unacceptable from a safety perspective, but breach of NRA rules by individual 
members has far reaching implications for individuals and the Club as a whole. 
 
To ensure the safe running of club organised shoots at Bisley, and to support 
compliance with NRA rules, the particular safety and process details have been 
extracted from the 2018 Bisley Handbook, and are reproduced below. It is 
important that ITSC members attending shoots at Bisley familiarise themselves 
with these rules, and more importantly, comply fully with them. 
 
Failure to comply with these may result in ITSC members being prevented from 
using Bisley, or worse, the Club’s expulsion from NRA affiliation. It is therefore 
imperative that we as individual members and as a club organised group of 
shooters behave professionally, safely and in total compliance with these 
requirements as specified in the Bisley Handbook. 
 
The full text of the Bisley Handbook can be found here. 
 
The following are direct extracts from the Bisley Handbook – where additional 
comments are made for explanation, these are in (bracketed red italics). 
 

2. Firearms and Ammunition 
 

a. All  shooters  are  responsible  for  ensuring  that  their  firearms  and 
ammunition  are  safe  to  use. Shooters are to make firearms and 
ammunition available for inspection and testing as requested by NRA 
staff. 
 

https://nra.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/Bible-Main.pdf
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(For ammunition this must include confirmation of load data for home 
loaded rounds, including chronographed data for these rounds. For 
factory ammunition, this is not necessary unless this is likely to exceed the 
limits of ME/MV outlined below) (For firearms, these must be properly 
zeroed before shooting. If firearms are not zeroed, this will need to be done 
on one of the zeroing ranges at Bisley before commencing shooting on 
Century or Stickledown ranges.)  

 
All firearms and ammunition must be made available for inspection 
and testing whenever required. The regulations  concerning  
dangerous ammunition  are laid  out in Appendix  VI  of  the  NRA 
Handbook,  Rules  of  Shooting  (the  Bisley Bible), which is available on 
request.  
 

b. Unless  the  CE  has  given  prior  permission  in  writing,  use  of  the 
following on Bisley ranges is prohibited:  

i. Tracer; incendiary; armour piercing; armour piercing 
incendiary (API); depleted uranium; ammunition containing 
any igniferous or explosive substance.  
 

ii. Projectiles  of  any  construction  other  than  lead  core  with 
gilding  metal  or  soft  iron  jacket,  including  specifically 
mono-metallic  bullets  (ie  made  from  a  single  metal);  
except solid lead bullets.  
 

c. Cartridges  which,  when  normally  loaded,  would  exceed  the  
ME/MV  limits  of  any  specific  range,  may  not  be  used  on  that  
range even if downloaded. 
 

d. Limits as to Calibre, Muzzle  Velocity and Muzzle Energy  
 

No  firearm  and  ammunition  combination  which  develops  a  muzzle 
energy  exceeding  7000J  (5160  ft/lb)  may  be  used  on  any  of  the Bisley 
ranges  without  the  specific  permission  of  the  CE  which must be sought 
in writing  well  in advance of the planned  use.  The following limits apply: 
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i. for Rifle ranges, no specific calibre limitation but: a maximum 
muzzle velocity of 1000 m/s (3280 ft/s) and a maximum muzzle 
energy of 4500J (3319 ft lb);  
 

ii. for  Gallery  Rifle  and  Pistol  ranges,  no  specific  calibre limitation 
but:  

a maximum muzzle velocity of 655 m/s (2150 ft/s) and  
a maximum muzzle energy of 2030J (1496 ft lb).  

 
iii. for  High  Muzzle  Energy  (HME)  firearms the limits are:  

a maximum muzzle velocity of 1000 m/s (3280 ft/s) and  
a maximum muzzle energy of 7000J (5160 ft/lb);  
In this case, special zeroing procedures are required as 
explained below. 

 
e. Additional Limits on High Muzzle Energy (HME) Firearms 

 
i. A  High  Muzzle  Energy  (HME)  Firearm  is  defined  as  any firearm  

which,  using  a  particular  round,  develops  a  muzzle energy  (ME) 
in  excess  of  4500  J  (3319  ft  lb). A special  zeroing procedure  is  
required  with  these  firearms  before  they  may be  shot  at  any  
distance  on  any  range  at  Bisley.  The  firearm may be zeroed on 
the NRA Zero Range using a special  target supplied  by  the  Range  
Office,  under  observation  at  the  start of  the  practice  for  
shooting  at  less  than  200  metres  or,  prior to  shooting  at  
greater  distances,  at  a  distance  of  200  yards on  a  special  
target  under  the  direction  of  a  RCO  qualified  to conduct HME 
zeroing. 
 

ii. The  muzzle  energy  of  a  firearm  may  be  calculated  from  the 
bullet mass and the muzzle  velocity.  The attached  graph may  be 
used  to  determine  whether  a  particular  firearm/ ammunition  
combination  is  HME  or  not.  If  the  ME  exceeds 4500  J  then  
the  advice  of  the  Range  Template  Controller should be sought. 
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iii. .338  calibre  HME  rifles  may  not  be  used  on  any  of  the ranges  
due  to  Range  Danger  Area  and  Air  Danger  Height 
requirements,  which  exceed  the  available  range  safety 
template and air danger height.  

 
3. Ranges (as used by ITSC on club shoots)and permitted firearms 

 
Ranges and the firearms permitted on them are as follows:  
 

i. Stickledown (Gallery, 800 – 1200 yards).  Rifles; gallery rifles, 
shotguns and pistols by special arrangement only. Note:  All  
firearms  within  range  limits  may  be  fired  on  Butt  Zero (left  
hand  side  of Stickledown,  using the  prepared  face  of the 800  
yards  firing  point  as  the  bullet  catcher,  5  –  75  metres,  turning 
targets  and  moving  target).  Firearms  and  courses  of  fire  must  
be specified  at  time  of  booking;  unusual  combinations  may  be  
subject to additional constraints.  
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ii. Century (Gallery, 100 – 600 yards).  Rifles; gallery rifles, shotguns 
and pistols by special arrangement only. 

 
4. Range use 

 
All users of NRA  ranges (other than those using clay target  ranges or  airguns  
or  engaged  in  single  shot  .22”  rimfire  shooting  in practices  governed by 
the rules of the NSRA) must be in possession of a current Shooter’s  
Certification  Card,  or  be  supervised  on  a one-to-one  basis  by the holder  
of  such a  card.  Such  a  card  is only valid  if  it  bears  the  signature  of  the  
individual’s  Club  Chairman or the Secretary General of the NRA.  The card 
must be valid for all  the  firearms  that  the  user  intends  to  fire  on  Bisley 
ranges.  The card  must  be  produced  to  the  Range  Office  staff  when  signing-
in  as an  individual  shooter.  ROs must certify (see regulation 5) that all 
members of their group will comply with the above. 
 

5. Range Officer – appointment and duties 
 

a. An Association,  Club  or  group  of  persons  intending  to  shoot  
on  any range  must  appoint  a  Range  Officer  (RO)  who  will  
be  present  on the range while shooting is in progress  and 
whose responsibility it is  to  ensure  that  range  activity  is  
conducted  in  a  safe  manner  and in accordance with these 
Regulations.  An individual  shooter may act  as  his  own  RO  
if  no  other  RO  is  formally  appointed  and  if  the following 
conditions are met:  
On the Zero Range, or;  
If  aged  18  or  over  and  an  individual  member  of  the  NRA, 
when shooting a deliberate supported or static discipline  on 
a range other than Cheylesmore or  Winans.  
A  shooter  acting  as  his  own  RO  may  not,  during  his  
practice, supervise another shooter.  
 

b. Before  commencement  of  shooting  the  RO  must  sign  the  
register in  the  NRA  Range  Office,  thereby  accepting  
responsibility  to ensure that range activity  under his 
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supervision is conducted  in accordance  with  these  
Regulations.  He  must  also  sign  off  when shooting is 
completed, thus certifying  that  he has completed  all actions  
required  by  these  Regulations.  Having  signed  the  register, 
the  RO  acts  as  an  official  under  orders  of  the  CRO  within  
the meaning of NRA rule 113.  
 

c. An  RO is  to  carry  out  his  duties  and  exercise  authority  in  
accordance with  NRA  Handbook  para  126.    In  particular,  
and  mindful  that  the senior  member  of  the  NRA Range 
Services  staff  acts  as  CRO  if  one is not formally appointed, 
an RO is to: Report  all  breaches  of  Regulations  and  all  Range  
Occurrences as  defined  at  NRA  Handbook  para  109  to  the  
CRO  as  soon  as practicable and no later than the end of his 
duty on the day. If  a  Range  Occurrence  constitutes  a  Range  
Incident:    stop  all  firing under his control,  ensure the 
situation  is safe, isolate  the  persons and  equipment  
involved,  inform  the  CRO  and  carry  out  any direction  from  
the  CRO  before  permitting  firing  under  his  control to 
recommence. 

 
If  a  Range  Occurrence  constitutes  a  Range  Accident:  stop  
all  firing under his control,  ensure the  situation  is safe (which 
may  involve calling  an  emergency  stop),  give  immediate  
first  aid,  summon assistance  through  the  CRO  and  carry  
out  any  direction  given,  do not handle or permit to be 
handled any items involved other than the  minimum  
essential  to  make  the  situation  safe  and  to  give  first aid.  
Note  that  a  firearm  or  ammunition  malfunction  of  itself  
does  not necessarily constitute a Range Occurrence.  
 

d. The  ROs  responsibility  and  authority  extend  to  the  safety  
and supervision of any person assisting in the shooting 
activity, such as instructors, register  keepers and range rigging 
crew. In particular, on  a  Gallery  Range  (Stickledown,  Century  
or  Short  Siberia),  the RO  is  also  responsible  for  the  butts  
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party.  The  NRA  will  train  and supervise its  own staff and  
accepts  the  associated  responsibilities, and  the  RO  should  
exercise  his  authority  over  NRA  staff  through the  Range  
Office  and  Butts  supervisor  as  appropriate.  The  RO  is 
responsible  both  personally  and as representative  of his 
Association Club  or  group  for  the  training,  competence  and  
supervision  of  any person other than NRA  staff employed 
(whether for payment or otherwise)  to work in the  butts on 
target lanes  under his control. The NRA Bisley Target Markers 
Training Syllabus is available on request from the Range Office.  
 

e. The  RO  must  ensure  that  persons  under  his  control  are  
fully covered  by insurance,  including  third  party  public  
liability  cover. Individual NRA members are so insured.  
Members  of  affiliated clubs who  are not individual NRA  
members may only shoot when their  club  has booked  the  
range  space,  either  directly  or through another club by 
mutual arrangement on an official club day.  

 
f. If  the  RO  intends  to  conduct  zeroing  practices  with  an  

HME firearm,  he  must  hold  the  RCO  (HME) qualification.  
Once  the  HME  firearm  has  been  correctly  zeroed, firing  at  
any  other  distance  or  on  any  other  range  may  be  
conducted by any RO, who need not hold the RCO (HME) 
qualification.  

 
g. (The pre-prepared ITSC Bisley range brief must be delivered to 

shooters before firing commences on any range. For those 
shooters arriving late, firing will not commence for them until 
the range brief has been read)  

 
h. (For ease of identification, the RCO/RO will at all times on the 

firing point wear a high visibility tabard/vest. If the RCO/RO 
wishes to shoot, then control of the range must be handed over 
to another competent person (RCO, RO or Safety Supervisor) 
who will then be required to wear the RO vest. This will ensure 
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that any contact from the NRA or other groups of shooters can 
be directed to the correct person) 

 
6. Safety Regulations 

 
a. Alcohol is not permitted on any of the Bisley Ranges unless 

specifically agreed, in person, by the CE. This authority cannot 
be delegated. Only the Chief Executive of the National 
Shooting Centre may approve the consumption of alcohol and 
the use of S.5 Firearms on Ranges. 
 

b. Firearms are not to be placed on the firing point, loaded or 
fired before the siren has indicated the commencement of a 
shooting period. Range Control will conduct a check that all 
NRA staff, operating in the range area, are clear of danger 
areas prior to sounding the siren. The siren is the indication 
that all movement forward of the firing point has ceased. 
 

c. Unless prior permission has been obtained  from NRA, no 
firearm  may  be  loaded  or  fired  before  the  siren  has  
indicated  the commencement  of  a  shooting  period.  No  
firearm  shall  be  loaded or  fired  until  the  (C)RO  has  given  
the  order  to  do  so.   
 

d. Firearms may  not  be  placed  on  the  firing  point  except  
under  the  direction of  the  RO;  see  also  g(i)  below.  
Equipment,  including  ammunition, may  be  placed  on  the  
firing  point  at  the  (C)RO’s  discretion  once  all movement  of  
personnel  forward  of  the  firing  point  has  ceased  in 
preparation for firing.  

 
e. Aiming  or  “snapping”  an  unloaded  firearm  is  NOT  allowed  

in any  public  place  except  as  part  of  a  properly  organised  
course  of instruction,  or  when  in  the  firing  position  on  a  
firing  point  with  the permission  of  the  RO,  and  then  only  
if  it  would,  in  all  respects,  be safe to fire a live round.  
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f. At no time may any part of the body be placed in front of the 

muzzle of a loaded firearm.  
 

g. Except  when otherwise prescribed  in the conditions  of a 
discipline or competition:  
 

i. Firearms  may  not  be  placed  on  the  firing  point  except  
under the  direction  of  the  RO  and  where  it  is  safe  in  
all  respects  to fire.  
 

ii. No  firearm  is  to  be  loaded  until  the  shooter  is  in  the  
firing position on a recognised firing point  

 
iii. A  loaded  firearm  must  at  all  times  point  towards  the  

butts observing NRA  Handbook Para 118.  
 

iv. When  loading,  unloading  or  checking  a  firearm,  the  
barrel must at all  times  be pointed  in a safe direction  
observing NRA Handbook Paras 117 and 118.  

 
h. Individual  firers  are  responsible  for  ensuring  that  their  

firearm  is safe  at  all  times.  On  the  conclusion  of  a  shoot  
or  stage,  or  on  the order of the RO, all firers must: 

 
i. unload  their  firearm  and  inspect  the  chamber,  action,  

boltface and  magazine  (if  one  is  fitted)  to  ensure  that  
the  firearm  is clear,  
 

ii. if  requesting  inspection  by  a  person  other  than  the  
CRO  or  a range  official,  dismantle  their  firearm  to  the  
extent  necessary to permit a clear view through the 
chamber and barrel,  
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iii. present  their  firearm  to  the  designated  person  on  the  
firing point  and  have  them  inspect  and  confirm  that  
the  firearm  is clear,  

 
iv. for  a  Service  Weapon  complete  the  unload  in  

accordance with the current Service procedure,  
 

v. either  keep  the  bolt  removed  or  insert  a  breech  flag  
(or  both) for  any  bolt-action  rifle,  or  carry  out  the  
equivalent  procedure for  other  firearms  (which  may  
include  casing  in  accordance with GR&P  procedure)  

 
before  leaving  the  firing  point  and  before  anyone  goes  
forward  of the  firing  point.  Where  applicable  the  firer  must 
also  ensure  that  the coach,  register  keeper,  RO  or  RCO  
signs  their  squadding  card  as having inspected and cleared 
the firearm. 
 

i. A firer  using  a  bolt-action  rifle  must  carry  it  either  with  
the  breech open  and  a  breech  flag,  which  must  protrude  
into  the  chamber, clearly  inserted,  or  with  the  bolt  
removed  from  the  rifle,  except when on the firing point.  
As  an  exception  to  the  above  civilian  service  rifles  or  
practical rifles  which  are  able  to  utilise  a  magazine  fitted  
loading  block which locks the working parts to the rear may 
do so.  
 
Unless  GR&P  rules  apply,  a  firer  using  a  self-loading  rifle  
must carry it  unloaded,  ie no magazine  on it, no round in the 
chamber, working parts forward, not cocked and safety catch 
at ‘safe’.  
Firearms  specified  in  the  NRA  GR&P,  TS  or  CSR/PR  
Handbooks (published  separately)  must  be  carried  in  
accordance  with  specified rules.  
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All  other  firearms  must  be  carried  in  a  manner  such  that  
they  are  as clearly unloaded as is possible for that type of 
firearm.  
 

j. A  competitor  acting  in a dangerous manner will forthwith be 
forbidden  to  fire  again  or  take  further  part  in  any  shoot  
at  Bisley until  a  report  has  been  made  to  the  CRO  and  
the  circumstances have  been  fully  investigated.  Where  
considered  appropriate  the matter  will  be  reported  to  the  
NRA  for  possible  disciplinary  action.  
 

k. Care  must  be  taken  when  changing  distance  or  crossing  a  
range. Any  person  must  immediately  call  an  emergency 
cease  fire  (“Stop, Stop,  Stop”)  if  it  appears  that  a  person 
is likely  to  enter  the  danger area.  Particular  care  must be 
taken  on days when reverse echelon  firing  (500/600  yards  
on  the  left  hand  side  and  200/300  yards  on  the right  hand  
side  of  Century  Range,  or  1000  yards  on  the  left  hand 
side  and  900  yards  on  the  right  hand  side  of  Stickledown  
Range)  is operating.  
 

7. Safe Custody  
 

Firearms and live ammunition, when not in the personal care of the person 
responsible, must be kept in an armoury, under lock and key in secure 
accommodation or otherwise in accordance with Home Office guidance. 
Responsibility  for  the  safe  custody  of  firearms  or  ammunition  lies  with  
the individual  owner.  In  particular  firearms  are  not  to  be  left  unattended  
on  the ranges. 
 

8. Minors 
 
Minors  under  the  age  of  14  must  remain  under  the  supervision  of  a  
parent  or guardian or other competent  adult at all times during shooting 
periods.  Their hearing must be fully protected.  They are not allowed as 
markers in the butts. There  is  no  minimum  age  limit  for  minors  to  shoot  
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on  Bisley  ranges.  However, for  minors  under  the  age  of  14  an  application  
for  permission  to  shoot  must  be made  to the NRA well in advance  of the 
planned visit.  This does not affect any cadet  or  other  recognised  youth  
organisations  whilst  shooting  at  an  official event. 
 

9. Health 
 

In view of the potential  permanent  damage which can be caused to hearing, 
all  persons  involved  in  a  shoot,  or  in  close  proximity  when  shooting  is  
taking place,  must wear hearing protection.  The wearing of hearing protection 
is mandatory when in the butts.  The wearing of eye protection  by all shotgun, 
pistol  and  gallery  rifle  shooters  and  by  spectators  on  such  ranges,  is  
highly recommended  at all  times  and is mandated  in several  circumstances.  
See the NRA Eye Protection Policy at Appendix III to the NRA Handbook. 

 
Clothing and Equipment - In accordance  with  Rule  201,  a  firer  whose  
equipment  (including  firearms)  or dress are thought inappropriate  or likely  
to bring the  Association into disrepute may  be  challenged  by  the  RO  or  
other  member  of  NRA  staff  and  may  be required to withdraw. 

 
10. Inspection of firearms and magazines 

 
Firer’s responsibilities  
 
The  firer  is  responsible  for  ensuring  both  that  his  firearm  is  clear  and  
that  it  is independently  inspected  in  accordance  with  this  rule  before  it  
is removed from  the  firing  point.  The  action  of  “unloading”  in  this  rule  
requires  that, before  inspection,  such of the  following  actions  as are  
possible and within  the designers intent for the firearm type have been carried 
out: 
 

i. Safety catch applied. 
ii. Magazine removed.  
iii. Integral magazine / cylinder emptied.  
iv. Chamber and action cleared of rounds, misfires and empty cases.  
v. Working parts fully open and locked.  
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The  formal  unload  procedure  for  a  Service  Weapon  may  require  additional 
steps  after  the  inspection.  Any  firer  who  fails  to  present  his  firearm  for 
inspection  whether  called  to  do  so  or  not,  or  who  presents  his  firearm  
for inspection  in  an  unsafe  condition,  may  be  considered  as  “acting  in  a  
way  that might prove dangerous” and be dealt with as in Para 546. 
 
Procedure    
 
On  the  conclusion  of  a  shoot  or  stage,  or  on  the  order  of  the  (C)RO,  all  
firers must: 
 

i. unload  their  firearm  and  inspect  the  chamber,  action,  boltface  
and magazine (if one is fitted) to ensure that the firearm is clear,  

ii. if  requesting  inspection  by  a  person  other  than  the  CRO  or  a  
range official,  dismantle  their  firearm  to  the  extent  necessary  to  
permit  a clear view through the chamber and barrel,  

iii. present  their  firearm  to  the  designated  person  on  the  firing  point 
and have them inspect and confirm that the firearm is clear,  

iv. for  a  Service  Weapon  complete  the  unload  in  accordance  with  
the current Service procedure,  

v. either  keep  the  bolt  removed  or  insert  a  breech  flag  (or  both)  
for any  bolt-action  rifle,  or  carry  out  the  equivalent  procedure  for  
other firearms  (which  may  include  casing  in  accordance  with  GR&P 
procedure)  

before  leaving  the  firing  point  and  before  anyone  goes  forward  of  the  
firing point. 
 

11. Powers and Duties of the Range Officer 
 

a. Powers  
 

During  the  period  that  a  range  is  open  for  use,  and  at  any  time  that  
the  firing point  is occupied  by people  or equipment  prior or subsequent  
to the  range being  open  for  use,  and  subject  to  any  restriction  imposed  
by  or  on  behalf  of the  Chief  Range  Officer  or  Range  Template  
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Controller,  the  appointed  Range Officer  (RO)  is  in  sole  charge  of  that  
element  of  the  range  he  has  accepted responsibility  for.  The  RO  may  
issue  such  instructions  as  he  deems  necessary for the operation of the 
range element  under his charge both in safety and within the published 
rules and range regulations. 
 
b. Duties  

 
The  RO  is  only  to  permit  live  firing  when  he  has  satisfied  himself  and  
remains satisfied that it is safe and within applicable regulations to do so. 
The  RO  is  to  remain  sufficiently  close  to  the  firing  point  to  enable  
him  to observe,  give  instructions  to  and  respond  to  requests  from  all  
firers  under  his control. If  the  RO  finds  it  necessary  to  leave  his  post,  
he  is  either  to  stop  all  firing  and clear  the  firing  point  of  firers  and  
firearms,  or  appoint  another  person,  qualified competent  and  
experienced  to  the  standard  required  by  the  Range  Operating 
Authority,  to  act  as  RO  in  his  place,  handing  over  the  duty  in  
accordance  with the procedure required by the Range Operating  
Authority. The  RO  is  to  deal  with  range  occurrences,  accidents  and  
incidents  in  accordance with the procedure set out by the Range 
Operating  Authority. 
 

 
———————————————— 
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